Medical FSA

Why should I choose a medical flexible spending account?

A medical FSA is a benefit that allows you to choose how much of your paycheck you'd like to set aside, before taxes are taken out, for healthcare expenses. This saves you money by reducing your taxable income.

Funds on Day 1
Schedule that surgery, buy those eyeglasses or finally get those braces. All of your FSA funds are available to spend right away. Use your benefits debit card at the point of purchase.

Discount
Think of it like a discount on healthcare expenses at stores such as Amazon, Target, CVS, Walmart, Walgreens and more. Dollars you contribute are taken out of your paycheck before tax which means a $100 purchase would actually cost you over $130 without a medical FSA.*

Plan ahead
Think about the money you spent on healthcare expenses last year. Plan ahead and set those funds aside in a medical FSA and save 30%.*

*Based on a 30% tax bracket.

What does it cover?
There are thousands of eligible items, including:

- Copays and coinsurance
- Doctor visits and surgeries
- Over-the-counter medications (first aid, allergy, asthma, cold/flu, heartburn, etc.)
- Prescription drugs
- Birthing and lamaze classes
- Dental and orthodontia
- Frames, contacts, prescription sunglasses, etc.

View our interactive eligible expense list at www.wexinc.com/insights/benefits-toolkit/eligible-expenses/

Can I enroll?
Yes, as long as you or your spouse aren't actively enrolled and contributing to a health savings account (HSA).

Fast fact
Don't know how much to elect? Determine how much you spent on healthcare expenses last year and estimate the amount you'll spend this year using our eligible expense list. Any funds you contribute to the medical FSA must be spent by the end of the plan year.